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Abstract--Infectious di eases often exhibit complex dynamics that can only be understood when analyzed 
with mathematical models. These models are typically nonlinear, which makes it difficult o compare their 
mutual merits. It is shown how models for infectious diseases can be objectively compared upon 
representing them as special cases of a canonical form for nonlinear functions and differential equations, 
called an "S-system". Besides comparison and classification, this form allows natural generalizations of 
existing models and the objective valuation of model extensions. A variety of methods facilitate the 
analysis of infectious disease models in S-system form. 
INTRODUCTION 
Models of infectious diseases are commonly based on onlinear differential equations. While there 
are many methods to analyze each of these models separately, it is often difficult to study 
systematically competing models and to evaluate how particular functional descriptions influence 
the integrated model behavior. This is unfortunate since the objective comparison of alternate 
models is the only way of judging their mutual merits. The primary reason for the lack of 
side-by-side comparisons i that there has been no appropriate general language for representing 
nonlinearities, even though they are found in almost all realistic models. Even if two nonlinear 
functions produce very similar graphs, their mathematical structures may hardly show any 
relatedness. For instance, the growth law of Weibull [1], 
W(t) = Wfexp[ -b( t  + a)-q, 
and the hyperbolic growth law [2], 
W(t) = Wr(t + a)C/[b + (t + a)q, 
(1) 
(2) 
can, with appropriate parameter values, produce almost indistinguishable graphs, although the 
functions themselves differ considerably. While linear systems are completely characterized by a 
set of parameter values, nonlinear functions differ in their structures, which makes a general 
approach to their analysis difficult. What is needed is a general nonlinear theory, based on a 
language in which functional forms can readily be compared and classified to reveal relationships 
and differences. 
Two decades ago, the need for a tractable nonlinear description of biological and other 
organizationally complex systems initiated the development of the power-law formalism. In this 
formalism, the elemental processes of a system are nonlinearly approximated with power-law 
functions, which always leads to a set of particular nonlinear differential equations. This set has 
been called an "S-system" to indicate its applicability to synergistic and saturable systems: 
i= l  . . . . .  . o )  
j= l  j= l  
In this notation, the variables Xi denote positive-valued components of the system under study, 
the 0t and fl parameters are nonnegative real numbers and the g and h parameters can be any real 
numbers. A variety of phenomena from many different areas of biology have been described and 
analyzed with S-systems (for recent reviews, see Refs [3-5]). 
While the power-law formalism was developed as a modelling tool, it has become clear that the 
associated S-systems provide a mathematical entity that includes most, if not all, ordinary 
differential equations as special cases. It is furthermore known that algebraic functions and 
nonelementary functions, such as Bessel functions and elliptic functions, can be recast in S-system 
form. A finite Taylor series can be recast as finite set of equations in S-system form; thus, in an 
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approximate sense, any function that is well-represented by a finite Taylor series also is 
well-represented as an S-system. This suggests that S-systems provide a canonical form for any 
nonlinearities that can be represented as ordinary differential equations [4]. 
The comparison between a differential equation in its original form and in S-system form shows 
two fundamental results of the recasting process. First, the original nonlinearities, no matter how 
complex they are, are simplified to the power-law structure, and the result is in the canonical 
S-ystem form (3). Second, the number of variables usually increases, but for each new variable there 
is an algebraic onstraint that eliminates the additional degrees of freedom. These constraints are 
automatically incorporated in the resulting S-system and its initial conditions and are invariant 
under the flow of the S-system. Thus, the original system is embedded in a higher-dimensional 
space, but the behavior f the resulting S-system is restricted to a manifold of the same dimension 
as the original system [4]. 
In some cases, the recasting process transforms differential equations without obvious imilarities 
into S-systems that differ just in a few parameter values and initial conditions. For instance, the 
above growth laws (1) and (2) are readily represented in S-system form as 
I;V = bcWZ c + ), 2 = - Z 2, (4) 
for Weibull growth, and 
I~=bcW2Z c+l, Z=-Z  2, (5) 
for hyperbolic growth, where Z is an ancillary variable [6] and both growth laws are scaled to 
approach the final value 1. In this form, the similarity is obvious, and variation in the only differing 
parameter, the exponent of W, naturally defines a class of new growth laws that includes Weibull 
growth and hyperbolic growth along with other, similar, growth functions. Via recasting, many 
other growth functions have been represented as S-systems [6-8]. In their original formulation, 
these functions are based on different combinations of rational, logarithmic or exponential 
functions, and no common features are obvious except for their monotonicity. Upon recasting, all 
these functions become special cases of the two variable S-system, 
g2 = _ x~:2, (6) 
in which X~ denotes the growing entity, X2 is an auxiliary variable and all parameters are positive 
real. Besides the known cases, this S-system also contains a continuum of similar growth 
representations without specific names. Figure 1 illustrates how the best-known growth laws are 
embedded in a continuous space of S-system parameters gH, g~2 and ha; in all cases, ~t~ can assume 
all positive real values (for specifications of the S-system parameter values see Ref. [7]; some of 
the growth laws have been further ecast with methods discussed in Ref. [4]). 
The representation a d classification of functions and differential equations in S-system form is 
not only a mathematical curiosity but can be very helpful in a variety of areas. While this topic 
is beyond the scope of this analysis, it should be mentioned that sets of differential equations in 
S-system form can often be solved numerically with high accuracy and much faster than in their 
original form [cf. 4, 9]. Complicated probability functions can be evaluated more efficiently when 
recast as S-systems [10-31]. Sometimes analytical solutions can be derived more easily for S-system 
equivalents han for problems in the original formulation [14, p. 144]. The embedding of functions 
into an emcompassing S-system is also useful for the analysis of experimental data. For instance, 
if a set of data describing the growth of an organism or a population is to be analyzed, one 
has no a pr ior i  information about which growth law is the best representation a d whether one 
of the well-known growth laws is appropriate at all. Finding the optimal function would 
require an objective comparison of all growth laws that could be suitable. In contrast, by using 
the S-system (6) that includes the recast forms of all candidates, the problem is reduced to a 
considerably simpler parameter stimation procedure. Based on such a procedure for finding the 
best-fitting probability density function, it was possible to derive frequency distributions of 
cell-cycle durations in v ivo [15]. 
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Fig. 1. Embedding of growth laws in a three-dimensional space, spanned by gll, gu and h22 of S-system 
representation (6). Some growth laws correspond to single points (e.g. Gompertz growth), others to lines 
[e.g. logistic growth, power-law growth (b < 1)], still others to infinite strips [e.g. Bertalanffy growth, 
power-law growth (b >/1) I. See the text and Ref. [7] for further details. 
In the context of modelling, there are two recasting aspects of primary importance: 
( l )  
(2) 
Recasting transfers competing models into the same mathematical structure, the 
S-system. For this structure, a variety of methods have been developed that allow 
systematic analysis and objective comparison of alternative models [16-19]. 
In the process of modelling a complex problem with S-system equations one 
sometimes find that subsystems had previously been represented mathematically 
and that the representation had an immediate biological meaning. In such cases 
one would like to include this mathematical representation of the subsystem in
the S-system odel for the entire phenomenon. However, using the mathematical 
representation i its original form would destroy the S-system form, thus 
preventing the application of the various methods of S-system analysis. A 
solution to the problem is the recasting of the submodel as an S-system and its 
incorporation i  the master model. Since the recast form is an exact equivalent 
of the original, all behaviors of the original model are preserved and all previous 
results are still valid (cf. the Discussion in Ref. [20]). 
In the following, some models for the dynamics of endemic infections with asymptomatic cases 
will be studied by combining recasting techniques with methods of S-system analysis. First, we shall 
review the models of Kemper and Cooke for endemic infections. Second, we shall recast these 
models as equivalent S-systems, determine their steady states, characterize their local stability and 
study some aspects of structural stability. Finally, we shall indicate how S-system methods can be 
utilized to relax systematically some of the assumptions and to compare the original model with 
alternative models. Specifically, we will discuss how one can 
(i) relax underlying assumptions of linearity, 
(ii) include synergistic effects and 
(iii) include proliferation and death. 
In all three cases we will employ S-systems either as power-law approximations in the original 
modelling sense or as exact canonical S-system representations of functions or differential 
equations. Thus, we have available a whole spectrum of S-system models representing endemic 
infections, in which one extreme is an S-system that derives as a recast (exact) representation f
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Kemper's and Cooke's models and the other is an S-system that derives as the power-law model 
of the interactions between the system components. Between these "pure" cases we can identify 
models obtained from odelling and recasting that combin$ some of the topology of Kemper's 
and Cooke's models with generalizations i  S-system form. 
MODELS FOR ENDEMIC INFECTIONS WITH ASYMPTOMATIC CASES 
In a variety of infectious diseases, uch as cholera nd gonorrhea, some of the infected individuals 
do not develop symptoms but, nevertheless, can spread the disease. These individuals are called 
asymptomatics. Kemper [21-23] and Cooke [24, 25] have studied the dynamics of such endemic 
infections with asymptomatics. They divide the populations of size N in three groups of individuals, 
the susceptibles (S), the infectives with symptoms (I) and the asymptomatics (A). For simplicity, 
they assume that inidividuals on recovery have no immunity and are again fully susceptible and 
that there are no births or deaths. The mathematical model representing the dynamics of the disease 
consists of three differential equations: 
= ~I  + ~2A - S [g ( I )  + h(,4)], 
i=fs[g(I) + h( .4 ) ]  - ~,I 
and 
A = (1 - f )S [g ( I )  + h(A)] - ?2A, <7) 
where S, I and A are the proportions of the total population and sum up to 1; f is the fraction 
of new symptomatics and 1 - f i s  the rate of new asymptomatics, whenever a new infection occurs; 
~ and )'2 are the recovery rates of symptomatics and asymptomatics, respectively, in Kemper's 
model [21], the recovery rates for symptomatics and asymptomatics are the same, i.e. ~ = Y2; g is 
a function such that NSg(I) is the number of new infections produced per time unit by symptomatic 
infectives and, analogously, h is a function such that NSh(A) is the number of new infections 
produced by asymptomatics, If one assumes that the interactions among the groups are 
appropriately described with mass action laws, the functions g and h are linear [24]: 
g(I )  = r I I 
and 
h (A) = r2A. (8) 
The "contact rates" rl and r2 are positive constants. With these assumptions, Kemper and Cooke 
have calculated various aspects of system (7), such as steady states and criteria under which the 
equilibria are stable. These analyses xploited the specific structure of equations (7) and their 
underlying assumptions, and the question arises, how changes in the assumptions would affect he 
dynamical behavior of system (7). Questions of this type are generally difficult o answer, since there 
are usually no criteria for comparing different nonlinear functions or differential equations and 
since there is no guidance as to what ypes of functions should beused as generalizations of the 
functions in the original model. 
EXACT S-SYSTEM REPRESENTATION OF KEMPER'S MODEL 
In Kemper's [21] model, infected individuals with or without symptoms recover at the same rate 
% i.e., T = T~ = T2. To recast he model in S-system form, we rename X~ = S, X2 = I and X3 ffi A, 
and introduce two auxiliary variables, X4 = rt I  + r2A and Xs = I + A. Although introduced for 
technical purposes, the new variables are readily interpreted as the "infection potential" (X4) and 
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as "the fraction of all infected individuals" (Xs) [el. 22, 25]. Incorporation of X4 and X5 in the 
equations for X~, )(2 and X3, and differentiation of X4 and Xs immediately ield the S-system 
= y x ,  - x ,  x , ,  
= (1 - f )x ,  x ,  - y , 
X4 = [r~f + r2(l - f )]X~ X4 - yX4, 
Xs = )(i X, - -  yXs, (9) 
with the initial vector (S(O), I(0), A (0), rj I(0) + r=A (0), I(0) + A (0)). In this form, the equations 
can be solved very efficiently with the S-system analysis program ESSYNS. One can also perform 
paper-and-pencil analyses. For instance, straightforward S-system methods [cf. 16, 26] allow us, 
with slight extensions, to calculate the nonzero steady state of the system. We define Y~ = ln(X~s) 
for all steady-state values X~ and p = [rt f + r2 (1 - f ) ]  and, setting the above derivatives equal to 
zero, obtain the set of linear algebraic equations: 
In(y) = Yz + I"4- Ys, 
In(?/f) = Y , -  Y2 + Y4, 
ln (y / ( l - - f ) )  = Y , -  Y3-b Y4, 
ln(~/p) = Y,, 
In(y) = YI + Y4-  Ys. (10) 
The system has rank 4, and upon arbitrarily setting c = exp(Y4) we calculate the solution 
Y, = ln(y/p), 
Y2 = In(y/p) - In(y/f) + In(c), 
Y3 = In(y/p) - In(y(1 - f ) )  + In(c), 
Y4 = ln(c), 
Y5 = --In(y) + ln(y/p) + In(c), 
XI, = y /p, 
X~ =fc /p ,  
X3, = (1 - - f ) c /p ,  
X4~ = C, 
Xs, = c /p. (11) 
The choice of the value for c reflects 1 d.f., which disappears when we take into account the 
constraint S + I + A -- 1. Straightforward calculation results in 
c =p -y  (12) 
and substitution directly yields the unique nonzero steady-state solution 
s = y/p, 
I = f (p  -- y)/p, 
A = (1 - f ) (p  - y)/p, (13) 
which is equivalent o Kemper's result. The inverse of the steady-state value for S, p/y, is called 
the "infectious contact number" and denoted with the symbol ~ [22]. The additional steady states 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and (constant, 0, 0, 0, 0) are easily found by inspection; only the latter set with the 
constant equalling 1 satisfies the constraint S + I + A = 1. 
EXACT S-SYSTEM REPRESENTATION OF COOKE'S MODEL 
Next we want to recast the more general model (7) of Cooke [24], in which the recovery rates 
y~ and Y2 are different. We rename X~ = S, )(2 = I and X3 = A, and introduce two new variables 
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and Z2=71I+72 A. Differentiation of Zi and Z2 yields the two 
2~ 1 = rt JX l Z l + r2(1 - f )X  l Z 1 - -  rl ~lJff2 - -  r2~2 J(3 
z :  = r , fx ,  z ,  + ~(1 - f )x~ z ,  - r~x~ - r~,x~. 
differential 
(14) 
To cast these equations in the S-system form, the product rule of differentiation is employed to 
reduce in each equation the four power-law terms to two. This is achieved by replacing Z~ and 
Z2 with four ancillary variables: Z¿  = S4/Y  5 and 
equivalent o system (7), is thus 
£~ = Y6x~- ' -  x ,x ,x~' ,  
£:  = fx~ x ,  x ~ ~ - ~ ~ x2 ,
£3=(1 - f )x~x,x~'  - ~:x~, 
£4 = ri fXi  X4 - r, 71X2Xs, 
£5 = r272X3X; tX~ - r2( 1 -- f )Xi )(5, 
£~ = ~, fx ,  x ,x ; 'x~ - ~x2x~,  
£7 = ?~X3X6'X~ - 72(1 - f )X, X4X; '  X~ ~ X27, 
with the new initial conditions 
The steady state 
variables. With Y 
Z2 = X6/X7 [ef. 4]. The resulting S-system, 
(15) 
X4(O) = rL X2(O) + r2X3(O), 
Xs(O) = 1, 
xdo) = r, x2(o) + r~x3(o), 
XT(O) = 1. (16) 
of the system is again obtained upon logarithmic transformation [26] of 
= ln(X~) Vi, the resulting set of linear algebraic equations in matrix notation is 
-1  0 
1 -1  
1 0 
1 -1  
-1  0 
1 -1  
-1  0 
which reduces to the solution 
or, equivalently, 
0 --1 1 1 --1 
0 1 --1 0 0 
--1 1 --1 0 0 
0 1 --1 0 0 
1 --1 1 0 0 
0 1 --1 0 0 
1 --1 1 0 0 
0 
ln(?t/f ) 
ln(?2/(1 - - f ) )  
ln(?~/f) 
In((1 --f)/?2) 
ln(?l/f ) 
In((1 --f)/Y2) 
(17) 
Y, = -Y ,+ Y5+ I "6-  YT, 
Y2 = In(f/?,) + Y6 - II7, 
Y3 = In((1 - f ) / ?2 )  + Y6 - I"7 (18) 
X,s = X7~ l Xs, X~X~ I, 
X2, =fr?1X~,X~ 1, 
x3, = (1 - f ) r ;~x6 ,x~ ~ , (19) 
which corresponds to 
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S = ZI I  Z2, 
I = fy  i- ' Z2, 
A = (1 -- f )y 2 I Z 2 . (20) 
The last two equations plus the constraints Z~ = r~ I + r2A and Z2 = y~ I + )~2 A constitute the linear 
system in L A, Zt, Z2: 
with the solution 
1 0 0 - f7 i  -1 
0 1 0 - (1  _f))~-I 
r= r 2 -- 1 0 
]"1 ?2 0 - 1 
0 
0 
0 ' 
0 
(21) 
/~Cf~l  1, 
A = c(1 -f)y~-~, 
Z, = c[r~fy~ -~ + r2(1 - f)y~-'] ,  
Z2 = c, (22) 
where c is an arbitrary real constant. The steady-state solutions for Z~ and Z2 directly determine 
the steady-state value for S [cf. equations (20)]: 
S = Z2/Zl = [r, fy?  1 + r2(1 _f)y~-l]-~. (23) 
Utilizing equations (22) and (23) and the algebraic constraint S + I + A = 1, the value for c is 
readily shown to be 
Y2 rink + r2-  (ylk +Y2) c = , (24) 
(1 - f ) (k  + 1) rink +r2 
with k = y2f /y~( l - f ) .  With this identification of c, the nonzero steady state (22) is uniquely 
determined (of. the result in Ref. [24]). 
STABIL ITY 
The next important question is whether or not the above steady state is locally stable. Since only 
S, I and A are of interest but not the ancillary variables X4 , . . . ,  XT, it is sufficient o study the 
first three equations of the system (15). X4 through X7 are functions of X2 and X3, and since we 
want to determine the local stability at the above steady state, we can locally replace the terms 
X4 X~ -~ and X6 X7 t with their power-law approximations in terms of Xt through X3, using the steady 
state as the operating point. Specifically, we approximate 
~i X~'~X~" "" X6X~ -I 
and 
B, x¢,, x~,, ~_ x, x ; ', (25) 
where the parameters ~q, fix, g12, g13, hi2 and hi3 are uniquely determined by X4 through X7 as 
functions of X2 and X3: According to the power-law formalism [cf. 16], the parameters in the 
power-law approximation ~tXimX[2 of a function V(Xt ,  X2) are uniquely specified as 
g, = a ln(V)/~ ln(X~) = (0 v/OXl) (X,o / V), 
g2 -- O ln(V)/O In(X2) = (cgV/dX2)(X2o/V) 
and 
ot = V ( X~o, X2o )X  i-d, X fo g2, (26) 
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where V and the derivatives are evaluated at the operating point (Xt0, X20). If )(4 through X7 
represent he linear functions of Cooke's model, then the corresponding power-law terms in 
equations (25) are 
gl2 ~--" ~1X20/(~l Y20 "~- ~2X30), 
g13 ---- '~2 X30/('~l X20 -[- 'F2 X30), 
~I ~--" (~l X20 .at. ~72 X30 )X ~og12 X ~o£|3, 
hi2 = r, X20/(r, X20 -I- r2X30), 
hl3 ~ r2X30/(ri X20 + r2X30) 
and 
/31 = (rl X2o + r2Y30)X20h|~Y30 hI3. (27) 
With these parameters, the power-law approximation to equations (7), and (8), and (15) at the 
equilibrium reads 
~3 = fl, (I - f )X, Xh|2X h|' - 3'2X3. (28) 
This S-system locally represents he same behavior as systems (7), with (8), and (15), and thus 
can be used to study stability at the steady state. The first step is calculation of the flux coefficients 
FI which are defined as 
F1 = ~iXK I FI x~J 
jffil 
= fl, X; '  f l  X~,u (29)  
j - I  
[cf. 16, 27]. For the S-system (28) of interest he flux coefficients are 
F, = [k(r, - ~, ) + rE -- ~2]/(k + 1), 
F2=~1, 
F3 = (30) 
where k = ?2f/[?~(l - f ) ] .  Next one solves the characteristic equation, given by the determinant 
equation 
I 
--Ft -- 2 Fl (g l2 - -  hi2) F,(g,3-- h,3) 
F2 F2(hl2 - 1) - k F2h13 = 0. (31) 
F 3 F3h12 F3(h13 - l )  - k 
The cubic equation in k yields the first root k~ = 0. The remaining quadratic polynomial is 
k 2 + A(F, + F2h13 d- F3hl2) "4" F, F2F3(gt3/F 3d" g,2/F2) = 0. (32) 
According to the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, the system is unstable if the absolute term or the factor 
associated with 2 is negative. Direct substitution shows that both terms are always positive, which 
means that the equilibrium is never unstable. However, because the first root is 0, the system is 
only marginally stable. This is due to the fact hat the algebraic onstraint S + I + A = 1 is not 
part of the system of differential equations, and reflects that only this constraint determines the 
unique steady state. This can nicely be demonstrated with simulations of the system, showing that, 
every time the system is perturbed, it approaches a new steady state, except if fortuitously the 
perturbed system satisfies the constraint S + I + A = 1. 
The constraint S + I + ,4 = I can be incorporated explicitly in the original model (7) when one 
replaces S with 1 - I - A in the second and third equations and drops the first equation. S then 
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is not an explicit part of the system of differential equations but can always be retrieved from I 
and A. Specifically, model (7) reduces to 
l =f(1 - I - A ) [g ( I )  + h(A)] - ~,I, 
A = (1 - f ) (1  - I - A ) [g ( I )  + h(A)] - ~,2A (33) 
(cf. the Appendix in Rcf. [24]). It should be noted that for recasting purposes one would introduce 
S as the first ancillary variable, whose initial value would satisfy the constraint S + I + A = 1. Of 
course, the steady state of equations (33) is the same as before, when g and h arc specified to be 
linear functions. 
The stability analysis is again performed by approximating the positive xpressions in system 
(33) with power-law terms. Thus, using the notation 
i=  OCllg.A g2 - '~ , I ,  
.4 = ~2ISlA ~2 -- 72A, (34) 
the appropriate parameters are 
gl = Ig ' ( I ) [g ( I )  + h(n)]- '  - I(1 - I - A)- ' ,  
g2 = Ah ' (A) [g ( I )  + h(A) ] - '  - A(1 - I - A)- ' ,  
~, =f(1 - I - A )[g( I )  + h(A )]I-g'A -~2, 
~t: = (1 - f ) (1  - I - A )[g( I )  + h(A )]I-g' A -g:, (35) 
where L A, g ( I )  and h(A)  are taken at the steady state and the primes indicate differentiation. If 
we specify g (I) = rl I and h (A) = r2 A, which corresponds to Cooke's model, the parameters become 
gl = r , I [ r l I  + rzA] -I -- I[1 -- I - -  A]  -1, 
g2 =r2A[ r l I  + r2A] - l -A [1  - I -A ]  -I, 
~q =f(1 - I - A)[r I I + r :A] I -g lA  -~2, 
0t 2 = (1 - f ) (1  - I - A )[r I I + r2A]I-gIA -g2 (36) 
For the actual evaluation of stability, one would again calculate the flux coefficients and apply the 
Routh-Hurwitz criterion, as shown above. 
Instead of assuming  and h to be linear and testing for stability, one can also derive conditions 
on g and h under which the system is stable or unstable. Again, this problem can be approached 
when one utilizes the general power-law approximation [equations (34) and (35)] and symbolically 
develops tability criteria. For the two-variable system (34), these criteria immediately reduce to 
the simple conditions 
and 
g~ +g2 < 1 
71(gl- 1) + y2(g2- 1) <0,  
which can be translated back into conditions on g and h via equation (35). 
(37) 
PARAMETER SENSITIVITY 
The above stability considerations address the queston whether or not a population will return 
to its original equilibrium when it is perturbed. One can also ask how the equilibrium is affected 
by changes in the parameter values of the system. For instance, if a new drug enters the market 
that increases the recovery rate for infected individuals (V~), how do the fractions of susceptible, 
infected and asymptomatic cases change? Such questions can be answered with the analysis of 
parameter sensitivities and are related to the structural stability of the model [16]. 
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The sensitivity of system component Xi to changes in one of the rate constants ~tj (or flj) is defined 
as the ratio of partial derivatives 
(38) 
where the derivatives are evaluated at steady state. Expression (38) reflects the relative change in 
Xi in relation to a relative change in uj: if uj increases by 1%, then Xi will approximately increase 
by Sx,.~j %. Sensitivities with respect o the g and h exponents are defined in a similar way [16, 28]. 
Because of the rigid S-system structure, the sensitivities of variables to changes in the a and fl 
parameters as well as in the g and h parameters can be calculated in a straightforward fashion and
are implemented in the S-system analysis program ESSYNS, which displays all sensitivities upon 
a few key strokes. 
Parameter sensitivities are useful in the comparative analysis of competing models 
[cf. 16, 18, 19, 28]. For instance, we can compare the following four populations, in which the 
parameter values of ~,, ~2 and f are the same (~, = ~2 = 0.2, f  = 0.8), and the only differences lie 
in the values of r~ and r 2. Direct calculation shows that all four populations have the same steady 
state (Ss, Ls, As)= (0.625, 0.3, 0.075). Computation of the parameter sensitivities in the two- 
variable system (34) shows, however, that the steady states respond very differently to changes in 
the models' parameters (of. Table 1). For example, if the recovery rate for the asymptomatics, ~2, 
increases, the fraction of infected individuals may hardly change at all (sensitivity = 0.0083; 
if r 1 = 0.35, r 2 - - - -0 .2 ) ,  it may increase (sensitivity = 0.2; if rl = 0.4, r 2 - - - -0)  or it may decrease 
(sensitivity = -0.633; if r] = 0.2, r2 = 0.8). 
Parameter sensitivities are infinitesimal quantities, but nevertheless give reasonable estimates for 
finite changes (cf. Table 2). For instance, if in the fourth population Y2 increases by only a few 
percent, the actual increase in Is and decrease in As are still fairly well predicted. 
One can also calculate sensitivities with respect o changes in f. Some caution is necessary, 
however, since by definition a change in f in equations (33) [~  in equations (34)] requires a 
concomitant change in 1 - f ( ~ u2). Thus, if one changes ~ by p % without changing ~2, f actually 
changes to f(1 + p)/[f(1 + p) + (1 - f)] .  Alternately, consideration of the sensitivities with respect 
to changes in both, ~t and g2, yields the actual sensitivity with respect o f, and a simulation with 
altered al and ~2, starting at the original steady state, shows how the subpopulations of susceptible, 
infected and asymptomatic individuals tend to the new steady state. For instance, if one wants to 
estimate the effect of a 1% increase in f in  the first of the above populations, f increases from 0.8 
to 0.808, while (1 - f )  decreases to 0.192, corresponding to -4%.  The parameter sensitivities of 
I with respect o u~ and g2 can be computed by hand or obtained from ESSYNS to be 1.033 
and 0.633. Thus, the steady state of I approximately changes from originally 0.3 to 
0.3 • (1 + 1% • 1.033). (1 - 4% • 0.633) = 0.29542. This number is only an approximation since th
sensitivities are infinitesimal, but actual calculation f the new steady-state value of 0.29536 shows 
that the error is small. 
Table 1. Sensitivities of  four populat ions with the same steady state to 
variat ion in 3', or  "h i
Populat ion I 2 3 4 
r I 0.2 0.32 0.35 0.4 
r 2 0.8 0.32 0.2 0 
ct~ 0.16447 0.10851 0.09779 0.08223 
a 2 0.04112 0.02713 0.02445 0.02056 
g~ 0.02 0.32 0.395 0.52 
g: 0.38 0.08 0.005 -0 .12  
S~.~., - 1.03333 - 1.53333 - 1.65833 - 1.86667 
St.r2 -0 .63333 -0 .13333 -0 .00833 +0.2  
S~.;., -0 .03333 -0 .53333 -0 .65833 -0 .86667 
S~. n - 1.63333 - 1.13333 - 1.00833 -0 .8  
'Al l  populat ions are characterized by the l~xameter values y, = 0.2, ;2 = 012 
and f = 0.8; they differ in r, and r2, as specified in rows 2 and 3 [cir. 
equat ions (7), (8) and (33)]. The corresponding S-system parameter  
values [cf. equations (34)] are given in rows 4-7. 
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Table 2. Response of population 4 in Table 1 to changes in ~'2: comparison of actual new steady-state values and values 
estimated from the parameter sensitivities S~,r~ ffi0.2 and SA,r~ = --0.8 
)'2 0.2002 0.202 0.22 0.24 0.30 
Relative change (%) 0.1 1.0 l0 20 50 
I, (actual) 0.30005998 0.30059762 0.30577346 0.31114187 0.32534153 
Relative change (%) 0.02 0.20 1.93 3.71 8.45 
!, (estimated) 0.30006 0.3006 0.306 0.312 0.33 
Relative change (%) 0.02 0.20 2.00 4.00 10.00 
A, (actual) 0.07494005 0.07440535 0.06949397 0.06482108 0.05422356 
Relative change (%) 0.08 0.79 7.34 13.57 27.70 
As (estimated) 0.07494 0.0744 0.069 0.063 0.045 
Relative change (%) 0.08 0.80 8.00 16.00 40.00 
GENERALIZATIONS 
With the application of S-system modelling and recasting techniques, theoriginal model of 
Kemper and Cooke (7) can be extended in several ways. A first generalization deals with replacing 
g and h with nonlinear functions. Again, S-systems can be used as approximations or as exact 
equivalents. In most cases, one will not know the actual functional forms of g and h, and instead 
approximates them with power-law functions, which time and again have proven to be accurate 
representations over a wide range of variation in the system variables (cf. the Discussion in Ref. 
[29]). Thus, the term S[g( I )  + h (A)] in the three equations of the original model (7) is replaced with 
its power-law approximation fl~ SIh,2A h~3. Additional recasting or approximation of the linear term 
Yt I + ?2A in the first equation then yields a model in S-system form that has the same topology 
as Cooke's model but takes into account hat the infection process may be influenced by synergistic 
effects between symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals. 
If there exists additional information about the functional forms of g and h, one can recast he 
functions and obtain an exact S-system representation which then can be studied with analytical 
and numerical methods as shown above. One should note that the calculation of steady states 
obviously does not always reduce to two sets of linear equations. In the recast forms of Kemper's 
and Cooke's models [equations (9) and (15)], this simplicity derived from the fact that the newly 
introduced ancillary variables were linear combinations of some of the original variables. In 
general, one will have to solve nonlinear algebraic equations. However, even if the constraints 
relating old and new variables are not linear, the calculation of steady states often becomes simpler 
in the recast form. For instance, let us consider a variant of systems (33) and (34) in which the 
influence of A on the growth of the subpopulation I is appropriately described with an exponential 
function: 
] = al P"exp(bA ) - ?l L 
J l  = ot2Ig2'A g22 - ?2 A .  (39) 
This system is readily recast in the S-system form by introducing the ancillary variable Z = exp(bA )
with the associated S-system differential equation 
7~ = ot 2 blg2t A ~Z - Y2 bAZ.  (40) 
To calculate the nontrivial steady state of I and A, one studies only the two equations in system 
(39), while considering Zs = exp(bAs) as an unknown constant. Upon logarithmic transformation 
and matrix inversion [cf. equations (10, 17)], the steady state has to satisfy the conditions 
Is = (~, ? i-lZs)~/(~ -~"), 
As = (~27~-I) l/(l -g22)(aj yi-IZsy2'/t0-g"~"-g~2)] (41) 
Now substituting the constraint Z, = exp(bAs) in the last equation, the determination of the steady 
state is reduced from a two-dimensional to a one-dimensional search problem for As, while Is then 
is derived directly from the first equation in system (41). If the steady state is stable, the solution 
can, of course, also be obtained by substituting Z in equations (39) and numerically solving 
equations (39) and (40). 
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A second extension s the incorporation of synergistic effects related to the recovery process. 
Recovery in the original model is assumed to follow first-order processes and represented with the 
linear terms ytI and y2A. In order to generalize the recovery processes, the recovery terms are 
replaced with power-law approximations: In the second and third equations the loss terms become 
821':2 and 83A *33, respectively, and in the first equation the sum Yl I + y2A is replaced with the recast 
S-system equivalent of 82I h22 + 83A .33 or with the approximating power-law term oqlSnA g.. 
A third generalization is the inclusion of birth and death. Following the established power-law 
modelling strategies, this incorporation merely requires that we allow the exponents of 1 to assume 
other values. For instance, the recovery term yj I in the second equation of (7) then becomes 82I hz~, 
where 82 is a new parameter and hz2 reflects the type of process leading to the total decline in 
subpopulation L The growth term in the same equation of the new system would read ~2 Sg2tlgz2A g23 
and include, in approximate form, all possible influences of S, I and A on the growth of the 
population of infected individuals; for example, it would take into account hat in infections like 
AIDS previously asymptomatic individuals can later develop symptoms. 
Incorporating these three generalizations, the S-system model reads 
= ~J Sgnlgt2Agt3 - 81 Shtllhl2ahl3, 
1= ~2SS2'I"2"Ag23 - 82P~, 
.~ = OC 3 Sg31ig32A g33 - -  83  A h,. (42) 
This S-system has the same topology of interactions and mutual influences as Kemper's and 
Cooke's models but relaxes the assumptions oflinearity in the infection and recovery processes and 
includes birth and death. At an operating point of our choice, all three models are exactly the same, 
if we adjust the parameter values appropriately. For instance, if we want the models to be 
equivalent at the equilibrium point S,,  I~, A, ,  and to behave approximately the same in its vicinity, 
we select he equilibrium point as the operating point, and the power-law formalism then prescribes 
how to calculate the parameters 0c~, 8~, g;s and h~ s, as shown above [el. equations (35)]. Independent 
of the specific parameter values, system (42) can be analyzed very efficiently with analytical and 
numerical S-system methods to reveal its steady-state features and dynamic properties as well as 
its sensitivities to internal and external perturbations. 
CONCLUSION 
The two S-system representations (15) and (42) are the extreme cases of complete recasting 
[system (15)], which is characterized by the same properties as Cooke's model, and power-law 
modelling [system (42)], which retains just the topology of Cooke's model, but can exhibit a 
different dynamic behavior. Between these extreme cases, there exists a spectrum of mixed models 
that employ power-law modelling for some parts and S-system recasting for other~. These mixed 
models preserve many of the qualitative aspects and some of the quantitative aspects of Kemper's 
and Cooke's models, but also show new quantitative and sometimes qualitative characteristics. 
Comparison of the pure and the mixed S-systems yield and objective means for studying alternate 
models for endemic infections and for evaluating the influences of particular mathematical 
representations on the relative numbers of susceptible, infected and asymptomatic individuals in 
an infected population. 
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